
Physics 2200 HW 6 Due: Thu, Oct 25, 2016

Name:

Date:

Question: 1 2 3 4 Total

Points: 15 5 5 35 60

Score:

1. (15 points)

2 I’ve watched all videos and did all reading assigned for Homework 6

Sign and date:

Git

2. (5 points) Which of the following commands will transform the current directory into a
Git repository?

A. git init

B. git init master

C. git merge origin master

D. git push origin master

E. git remote add origin

3. (5 points) Which command(s) below would save the changes of myprog.c to my local Git
repository?

A. git commit -m ”my recent changes”

B. git init myfile.txt

git commit -m ”my recent changes”

C. git add myfile.txt

git commit -m ”my recent changes”

D. git commit -m myfile.txt ”my recent changes”

C programming

4. In cryptography, a Caesar cipher is one of the oldest and simplest encryption techniques. It
is named after Julius Caesar, who used it in his private correspondence.

The method is a type of substitution cipher in which each letter in the plaintext is replaced
by a letter some fixed number of positions down the alphabet. For example, with a shift of
3, A would be replaced by D, B would become E, and so on. In there are N letters in the
alphabet, there are N − 1 possible values of the shift.
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Only lower case and upper case letters are replaced. Other characters, such as spaces,
punctuation marks, digits, etc., are left unchanged.

A secret message is encrypted using Caesar cipher:

Gurer ner bayl gjb xvaqf bs ynathntrf: gur barf crbcyr pbzcynva nobhg naq
gur barf abobql hfrf

Write a program that uses brute force (i.e. loops over all possible values of the shift) to
decrypt the message.

(a) (10 points) Initialize a git repository for your project and keep the code development
under the git control.

Push the project to GitLab. Name your GitLab repository hw06.

(b) (10 points) Write a function with the following declaration� �
1 void caesar (int key, char message[]);� �

which given a message and a key decripts the mesage using caesar cipher and prints it.

You may find the following functions and code fragments useful:

• strlen (buf) - returns the length of a character string buf

• islower (c) - returns true if the character c is a lower case letter

• isupper (c) - returns true if the character c is an upper case letter� �
1 if (islower (c))

2 {

3 c = ’a’ + (c - ’a’ + key) % 26;

4 }� �
(c) (10 points) Write a program that uses your function and tries all possible values of the

key to decipher the message.

(d) (5 points) Who was the author of the message?
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